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END OF APRIL, 1975

"Do you know because I tell you so 
or do you know do you know."

—  Gertrude Stein

Evening in the coffeehouse. Once more I am sitting here 
reading my notebook in which I have written that thing he 
said: there are only two kinds of women in the world he 
said; the loved and the unloved. I make a note in the 
margin: Bob Benchley once said there are only two sorts of 
people in the world; those who divide people into two 
groups and those who don't.
Young women come into the cafe; Undines, sea nymphs, swim
ming through the smoke, floating down onto chairs as if 
settling on coral stools, the sand sinking down around 
them, marfire shining in their hair. I do not listen to 
their voices.
At the table in the window sits a young woman named Echo. 
She is a Maenad, seduced by Pan. He sits grinning at her 
with Saturnalian glee. She's been his to command ever 
since her heart broke during that fatal affair with Nar
cissus. It helps me to use names for things. It's why I 
went to school. The names of the myths help distance the 
pain. On bad days I call myself Cassandra. It's harmless
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A young male I've known for some time sits down at my 
table. He makes his living stealing books, usually books 
on philosophy, and selling them back to the bookstores.
He is listening carefully to the Undines at the next table. 
I ask him if he can remember the name of the woman who 
killed herself in Hitler's flat in Berlin in 1931. I read 
somewhere she was the great love of his life. I never 
doubted he had one. The young male does not hear the 
question. Why am I always wringing my hands and talking 
about dying, he wants to know. I only wondered, I tell 
him, if she might not have changed history. I wonder a 
lot about things like that. When Stalin's wife shot her
self, all Stalin said was, how could she do this to me, or 
words to that effect. Your history is not true, the young 
male says. Stalin had her killed. Everyone knows she 
said something he didn't like during a dinner party, and 
after he sent her to her room he sent along someone to 
shoot her.
The young sea nymph sitting closest to us turns to another 
woman at her table and says well she sure as hell wants to 
get laid this evening and the young male who steals phil
osophy books turns a little white and says she sounds 
awfully aggressive. I assure him she is only bored so he 
turns on her and makes what would once have been named a 
forward pass. A rose by any other name would smell.
It is a comfort to look in the mirror this morning and con
sider that, decadent as I am and weary as I have become, if 
I had had my way and managed to marry the great love of my 
seventeenth year, I would now be the wife, and doubtless 
the drunkard wife, of the President of the Junior Chamber 
of Commerce in a California beach town run by a den of 
Republicans.
God save us all from what we want.

1974 —  HISTORICAL FOOTNOTE: NEMESIS

I was born in 1933, the day Prohibition was repealed. It 
was a national holiday and nearly everyone got drunk. It 
was also the height of the Great Depression. I've always 
thought there is a distinct relationship between alcoholism 
and depression. A brain boiled in booze goes soft and the 
bottom falls out. Of course the Great Depression was the 
economic depression of the Thirties in which I was born, 
not the psychic depression of the seventies in which I 
live. Between that depression, the economic, and this, the 
psychic, there was W.ff. II. Before that war, it was the 
money that mattered. After that, it was the mind that gave
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us trouble. I've been worming into the period of W.W. II 
during the last few years and writing poems about Dresden 
and Dunkirk and Hiroshima and Knossos in Crete and Nebras 
ka and the Nile River and Calvary and Buchenwald and Brit 
ain. In Britain there was Winston Churchill and he de
manded an unconditional surrender and so the war went on. 
Those were the years of my nymph-hood: the period between 
the age of dolls and the age of despair. I did not under 
stand that the loss of my personal innocence was a nation 
al or world phenomena as well. Oh, not that corruption 
and evil were anything new; only that it was happening to 
more people at the same time than ever before. Never be
fore had so many suffered so much for so little, they say 
Never before had there been so much collective guilt.
That sort of thing. No one in particular was to blame. 
Not me, I don't think. Not Truman, or the scientists or 
the Nazis or anyone people knew about. They didn't know 
what the bomb would do until they tried it out. I felt 
the same way about the things that were happening in my 
life. I wanted to do it my way just to see what would 
happen. I did, and later on I told the story any way it 
suited me. I made it up, the way history is made up. If 
history is the collective prejudices of the ruling class 
at any given time, then my story is the private lie I 
present to the world.
Why is it then, that the world and I have come back to a 
sense of sin? Not that we admit it. Still I wonder why 
so many of us act like flagellites, beating each other to 
death with explanations and protestations, always plead
ing innocent to crimes we didn't commit. Men have tried 
to master the earth and each other, and they've tried to 
save the earth and help each other. We can't leave any
thing the hell alone. The ancient people warned us. The 
artists warned us. We eat of the tree and we die.

—  Jennifer Stone 
Berkeley CA

DON'T I WISH THEY DID

on a student paper discussing goodbye, columbus 
i read, "wealth and obesity have always 
gone hand in hand."
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A MAN FOR NO SEASONS

my daughter brought home her first yo-yo today, 
they're still made by duncan. 
hers is red and plastic and pretty flashy, 
i tried it out and it all came back quickly —  
in fact, i was probably better a few hours ago 
than i was forty years ago. things get easier, 
when they don't matter.
the yo-yo reminded me, though, how there was
a season when yo-yos were the thing —  when
the duncan experts came and gave exhibitions
on stage at the local movie houses —  and the
most proficient kid in the neighborhood
could win a free golden championship-style model.
and how there was a different season for marbles
(aggies, steelies, et cetera), and one for tiddle-de-winks,
and one for making pocket knives stick in the ground,
and of course the obvious ones like for snowballs.
and though i eventually got pretty good at the 
conventional sports —  football, basketball, softball —
i never was any good with a yo-yo or marbles or 
a knife,
and my snowballs always fell apart on the way 
to their targets.
i guess that's why i moved to southern California.

ARE WE SPEAKING THE SAME LANGUAGE, DEAR?

she is a talented artist
but she is also a drunk, a doper, bisexually 
promiscuous, and a castrator. 
she can't figure out what it is 
men want in a woman
and why they don't seem to find it in her. 
she says men seem to be afraid to marry 
and have families with women
who are their intellectual or artistic equals, 
because she and i are friends,
and because she seems sincerely to want my opinion, 
and because i've managed so far not to get involved 
with her myself,
i don't want to tell her that what is turning the men off 
is not her talent or intellect
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but that she is a drunk, a doper, bisexually
promiscuous, and a castrator.
so i say, "men don't want a woman
who's going to be a pain in the ass.
there are enough problems in life
without having a woman who's going to be
a downer and a distraction."
and she says, "in other words,
men are afraid of women
who offer them a challenge."

TOUCHE

"oh yes," my wife tells the parents 
of our daughter's schoolfriend, "gerry 
forgot to tell me how reuben, reuben 
ended, and i let our daughter watch, 
and of course she was devastated when 
the dog accidentally hanged tom conti:
"how could she have?" they grimace;
"that slimy character deserved worse 
than he got. he was a drunk, a lecher, 
a slob, a liar, and a lousy 
poet. "
"i know," my wife says, "but she identified 
him with her father."

A GUY I THINK I WOULD HAVE LIKED, EVEN THOUGH HE 
WOULDN'T HAVE LIKED ME

william hazlitt was, 
by birth and choice, 
always in the minority, 
he was, even by my standards, 
unlucky in love. 
he quarreled seriously with all 
his best friends: coleridge,
wordsworth, leigh hunt, even 
the christlike Charles lamb, 
he authored an essay on,
"the pleasure of hating" 
and died at the relatively 
premature age of 52. his 
last words were, "well, 
i've had a happy life."
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THE CARROT AND THE WHIP

i can remember when the intellectuals 
used to debate whether huxley or orwell 
was right.
some would even make a case 
that both were wrong.
by now i think it should be perfectly obvious 
that both were right 
with a vengeance.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA

THERE IS NO FUTURE

There is no future. There is 
only an exhaustion of days 
that begin and somehow end 
as mathematical equations.
Tomorrow imitates today 
with its mercenary fashions, 
elegant boredoms of the rich.
Our diaries have become bankbooks
with subtractions, divisions
and more or less successful deceptions.
The future is a cosmetic dishonesty 
used in advertising and chic philosophy 
made to drug oneself 
into yet another grisly campaign 
translated into sickly leisure.
Garbage invariably floats on top 
of rivers and human lava.
That's ambition's law.
Every victor knows the future 
and is occasionally afraid 
of something breathing in the dark.
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PLACES

There are large places 
where no one lives.
A sad dust covers like pollen 
and no mirror can reflect 
such vast silences.
Time becomes a miser here, 
a gray cloud hanging, 
giving no answer, no rain. 
Even stars have deserted 
and birds send no messages.
Maybe the flies remember. 
Maybe worms or drying weeds. 
Maybe only mice 
have dreams here.
Now strangers pass by 
and their eyelids flicker 
sensing lost biographies.

—  Leslie Woolf Hedley 
Novato CA

ARRIVING AT MANDALAY

As we leave the boat
between the infantrymen and the stevedores, 

our pretty white man's faces 
draw all the horsecart drivers 

as if by magic.
We choose two of them, delicately scarred.

They lead us to an enamel'd gypsy cart,
pink roses on black.

The stink of sweat and shrimp meal fades. Night parts 
its drapes, plush as painted-tongue.
The city behind it loafs, 

block after block: parks,
mansions, markets, villages in parts.

Lights give way to candles, candles to pitch dark.
When the cart speeds up,

the door claps. When it reels, it sounds like a bar 
being dragged, its flaps swinging.
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The air is oversweet champagne.
Soon we are drunk on it.

We pretend we are falling out and laugh.
Sudddenly I realize we are running out of map;

the city blocks sprawl
but they quarter orchards and fields. We are out 

in the country. The laughter 
has moved to the front of the cart.
They are taking us

to a tract where they will rob us and flee.
This fear is a silly fear but it is real.

"How far is it?" we shout,
for different reasons. There, there around the bend, 

they point, as frightened by our force 
as I was frightened of them.
After we have dined,

I am fired by wine to confess my fear.
The fear is gone but the power lasts; I savor it.

TOURISTS SEE HIM SHAVE

Our apartment is at the head 
of Memorial Bridge. Bay windows lean 

out over traffic, Virginia leans its shores 
against the bellies of the windows.
The batiks he bought in Baltimore 

have turned the room into a tent; 
creatures carved from jade and flowers with gold veneers

contend from backgrounds of wild 
disagreeable colors. The patch 

that overlooks the Potomac's palmy fronds 
is always open; only the walls 
have curtains. We are painting the bathroom 

purple. It is pure oil paint 
dries slowly. He shaves in the front room. He stands

at the fireplace, shaving mug 
on the mantel, and consults his face 

in the overmantel mirror. The second floor 
is eye-proof. A double-decker bus 
rounds the bridge and forty tourists gorged 

on cherry blossom views stare 
at a naked half-god throned in lacquerware.
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ONE MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN OPENING CHRISTMAS GIFTS

There is a Christmas tree in the lobby.
We agree to go down for tea 
so you can open your gifts.

Everywhere we go, ghosts go with us.
The people our ghosts were never would have guessed 
we would one year spend Christmas in Korea.
You asked for nothing. There was one thing on your list

forgetfulness. I cannot give you that.
We attempt to recreate 
the feel of home, revive our ghosts 

and people the empty coffee-shop chairs.
It does not work. Festivity is hard to win.
Together with the warmth of reminiscence
come the bad times, regrets, Christmasses alone,

memories of Father and Mother angry 
on Christmas day, Sister glum 
or angry up until the end, 

my last Christmas with her. Mourning rules 
the mood. I usually forget in different lands.
"Just one more beer" is not my life at tea time, 
but I drink with you. We have always been friends.

—  Roger Finch 
Tokyo, Japan

YES

I know of drawing the line
I know of a bar of iron at the looking glass
I know of a boy who is bowing his head
I know of a boy who is learning how to say yes
I know of a boy who is learning how
to ty his own bowty
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POETRY

Poetry is pumpernickel 
Poetry is food for thought 
Poetry is shadowland 
Poetry is office furniture 
Poetry is an office desk 
Poetry is a stenographer 
A stenographer is a dictator 
A stenographer takes dictation 
Poetry is shorthand 
A stenographer is an artist
A stenographer writes of the sun that also rises
A stenographer writes of the sun and the moon and the stars
A stenographer takes dictation from the republic
A stenographer writes of the surrounding countryside
A stenographer writes of the forestlands
A stenographer writes of the highlands
A stenographer writes of the hills that are

covered with flowers
A stenographer is the fuehrer 
A stenographer takes dictation 
A stenographer writes of the sunbeams 
A stenographer writes of the daylights 
A stenographer writes of the light of day

—  Alfred Starr Hamilton 
Montclair NJ
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fox

the first time i ever saw a fox, 

it was nailed to a barn door, 

i don't remember the fox too well, 

but the door was dark green.

and.

and, they say that i 
can't begin with you 
unless i place a row 
of dots in front of you 
as if you've been lifted 
from the middle of some 
longer text
and, used too often you 
weaken me,
and, you sound a little 
like my wife's Christian 
name.
and, and, and, 
when i get excited i 
repeat you
and, i still get excited 
by so many things 
and, you are the 
patron saint of lists 
a door between 
one word and another 
and, they say that i 
can't end with you 
unless i re-employ 
the row of dots 
as if cut short 
midstream 
and
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THE WORLD'S FULL OF WRITERS 
WHO DON'T WRITE 
PAINTERS WHO DON'T PAINT

you don't have to stick a 
loaded shotgun in your mouth 
to write.
neither do you have to fight 
bulls or walk
citystreets in that romantic 
blue raincoat
with its torn lining. & the
only war you need to have fought 
in, is the one that goes on every 
second of the day inside you.
you just have to listen 
& write.
you don't have to paint sun
flowers, screams, naked women 
or deadgreeks.
you just have to paint & 
if you've an eye that cares —  
there will be something.
& they probably won't like it 
until you're good, safe 
& dead.

Bill Lewis
Chatham, Kent, England

THE ERNEST 
hemming way: 
to assure that 
one's skirts 
do hang right.

THE EDNA ST. VINCENT 
mill lathe: 
for the production 
of interchangeable 
wooden parts.

THE GERTRUDE 
stein:
for the two-fisted 
female
beer-drinker.

THE ARCHIBALD MC 
leash:
for the curbing 
of dogs
outside bookstores
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THE GARY 
glider: 
for flying 
without the 
use of petrol.

THE STEVEN VINCENT 
bidet:
to assure the 
cleanliness 
of one's parts.

—  Saul Manilla
Pest

DESERT WIND MADONNA
subsides as 
fast as she 
blew up

T BIRD MADONNA
is sleek a 
luxury once 
you've been 
in her no little 
compact no little 
escort nothing 
else will do

ON THE EDGE MADONNA: 1
doesn't see 
enough difference 
between "engaged" 
and "enraged"

ON THE EDGE MADONNA: 2
her neck aches 
from hanging 
on and being 
hung over

TX

JUMP START MADONNA
thinks she can 
get even your 
old dead battery 
to get her where 
she wants to go.

BALLET CLASS MADONNA
keeps her 
upper body 
separate from 
what's below 
it like the 
Victorians

DENIM MADONNA
is dark and 
stiff at 
first then 
gets light 
and loose

LACE MADONNA
wants you to 
want what you 
can see and 
what you can't

—  Lyn Lifshin 
Niskayuna NY
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Fourteen and Feeling It



FOURTEEN AND FEELING IT

Clemmie proclaimed 
I belong to me, Clemmie Prater 
and no one else

never have 
and never will
and about that time his daddy
took a strap to him
you left out your two makers
boy, me and God
and, of course, your mother

WRITING POETRY ON A STOLEN TABLE

What a good place a corner 
can be
a creaking chair
and a wooden table with a
shady past
painted over once

stolen twice
so the third owner declared 
to me
I, the fourth owner 
wonder if I'll be the last 
to write a poem on its face
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THE INTERPRETER

Newly moved to Big Muddy 
pretty girl 
big for twelve
and I didn't know that Molly 
couldn't read the newspapers 
on our sharecrop walls
until she pointed at Gary Cooper 
and asked me
what do they say about him 
ain't he good looking

REALITY

Silver foil 
from chewing gum 
made stars for our

Christmas tree 
we hung paperchains on it 
and strings of popcorn
Quint would work 
a kernel loose 
each time he passed 
and pinch a lumpy parcel 
marked with his name
This one here, he said 
feels like longjohn underwear 
it sure enuff 
ain't no toy
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VISITING PIONEER VILLAGE 4-5-'87

The indian mortar rock
outside the museum
tells me all I need to know

but I buy a ticket anyway 
go through a turnstile 
and enter the village

A path beckons me left 
I follow the scent of flowers 
to the next corner

where a crabapple tree 
explodes in pink before my 
eyes

here
light encompasses everything 
the sky of unremembered blue 
forgot

adorned with a fairytale cloud 
that may part
and disclose angels in stetsons
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HARVEST TIME

Summer dragged its heels
past September
and well into October

but autumn has now come 
to Lefty's wrecking yard 
warm
and pumpkin colored 
and the harvest is in

proud as any farmer
of his bumper crop of Pintos
and over there a prized Volvo
purple
as a turnip
with a white racing band

Lefty pauses at a pickup
sprouting rye grass
through its shattered windshield

kicks a door open
and flushes out a tabbycat
sleeping on his crop
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REMEMBERING A CAT’S FUNERAL: 1926

My brother Harol 
could walk on water 
and knew protocol at 

seven
he put tissue paper 
over a comb 
and played a dirge for 
Andrew Jackson
led the cortege up 
Post Oak Hill
where we laid poor Andrew 
down in a crackerbox

YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED

Cousin Lonza came home 
upset in August heat 
and threw his strawhat on 
the coffee table

Merle has cancelled out 
he ain't comin to the fair 

Lonza's long face dropped farther
nobody else can sing like him 
something bad wrong with that 
boy
and I wouldn't pay a nickel to hear 
nobody else
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ESSENTIALS

Joe Fluty had an old 
Model A
that he called Ruby Keeler
and he loaded up and 
left for California
didn't take anyone with him
but a coondog
and some scratchy records
of Jimmy Rogers

JUST BEFORE THE 1932 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

A thin and threadbare time 
it was
for women like my mother 
wrapped in faith 
that made a garment 
she knew help must come from 
higher up
no wonder that she sang

There Is A Balm In Gilead 
pulled the last turnip 
from hardened soil and 
went on singing

To Heal The Sinsick Soul 
shared the turnips with 
Widow Haley
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REMEMBERING AN EVENT FROM 1937

Lila Faye Palmer bought
a bathing suit in Merced
couldn't swim a stroke
but jumped in an irrigation ditch
showing off her figure
if it hadn't been for Johnny Freitas
she'd have drowned for certain
that Portugee boy jumped in dressed 
and saved her life
and carried her home to her mother 
and married her two years later

JOE COOLEY IN HARDHAT
THE WEEK AFTER HIS DIVORCE

Temperature has dropped 
off to 89°
that is balmy for Bakersfield 
in late July

if a man is working 
out on construction 
of a highrise hotel in 
the heart of downtown 

Number 15 sunscreen on 
his torso
head covered with a 
hardhat
hurt in his eyes hidden 
behind the dark glasses 

and a smile that doesn't belong 
to him
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HARLEY JOE GOES TO TOWN

Saturday night 
denim blue cheap
his shirt was new
and jeans from Monkey Ward
unsure of why he swaggered 
he douses his hair with 
brilliantine
that smelled of scents no one 
could name

EMPTYING THE WASTEBASKET

My nephew
holed up in the bathroom 
and wrote some stuff 
on memo pads
that nearly knocked me down 
when I emptied the wastebasket
"What good is one man" 
he wrote
"Who weeps over little 
battered kids 
and never will 
make any money
and won't be remembered 
the day after his funeral"
and the boy is only fifteen
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TO THE POINT

Hovis wore 
a big black hat

pure Okie style 
and him fourteen
The shed boss teased 

Boy
did you steal your 
daddy's hat

No sir
I worked all week 
and bought me one

LAST COMMANDMENT

It was ironic that Mrs. Cooley 
spent her last days 
in a highrise hospital 
without one blade of grass 
beneath her feet 
or single cowbell tinkle from 
the pasture
family crowded around her 
hospital bed
that last day waiting for her 
final breath
she could not hear, they thought
or speak a word
but at five-thirty sharp
suppertime on the farm
she opened her lips and demanded
of her daughter
"Maggie
Don't sell my churn"
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DUSTBOWL DOXOLOGY

Sweet 
it was 

is now
and ever shall be sweet 
in memory
of wild walnut trees 
at the spot 
where curving banks 
hugged
the faithful Merced River 
and the sound of young 
Sunday picnic voices 
drifted downstream

OWNERSHIP

Of all those in creation 
and there must be millions

only one butterfly really belongs 
to me
prefers my tiny patio
with alkali soil and scraggly
weeds
to the lush gardens 
in nearby walled condos
fragile white creature 
with markings like an 
embroidery pattern

stamped on its wings in black 
ink
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MISNOMERS

Names are idyllic on Cottonwood Road 
Estralita Cantina
can you believe that is the name of a dirty 
tough bar
where Humberto Vega was gunned down 
while mariachi music blared 
La Paloma
and it turned out to be a case of mistaken 
identity
the musicians were singing Cielito Linda 
very softly
when the sheriff and coroner arrived

—  Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel 
Bakersfield CA
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XMAS BONUS UNIVERSAL PHRASE

Here you go boys 
he said as he handed 
us each a cellophane 
covered basket with 
little individually 
wrapped pieces of 
artificial cheese 
and some hard fruit.
At quitting time 
everybody on the crew 
carted their holiday 
booty with them to 
the freight elevator 
and out onto the 
street.
An old wino I 
recognized came 
up to hit us 
for some spare 
change. "Here man, 
merry Christmas," 
the first guy said, 
while handing him 
his basket.

Saturday morning 
I heard commotion 
outside my window.
He had packed up 
all his stuff and 
she stood behind 
an imaginary line 
some 8 or 10 feet 
from the pickup.
"Jimmy," she said, 
"Please don't do this." 
He backed the truck 
into the street, 
made it to the corner, 
and pulled away.
She ran back to 
the apartment with 
her arms swinging 
stiffly at her sides, 
holding the cuffs 
of her sweater sleeves 
in her
clinched fingers.

—  Daryl Rogers 
Lexington KY

THE BIG THINGS

Kit makes people nervous 
when they tell her 
a religious education 
is good for kids, 
and she asks, "Why?"
Local people are concerned 
an "adult" bookstore 
might open in town, 
but Kit says, "So what?" 
But she didn't ask why 
an ex-student of mine 
was beaten so badly 
he was brain dead
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when they found him
in an alley
the next morning.
Kit didn't ask why 
the husband
of our daughter's babysitter 
had a massive heart attack 
when he was staking the tomatoes 
in his backyard.
Kit didn't say so what 
when a friend in Connecticut 
told us he was operated on 
for cancer of the lower jaw.
Kit never asks why 
the big things happen.
She knows.

THE DISSATISFIED

My wife and I 
seem to meet women 
who want to leave 
their husbands 
everywhere we go.
Most of them
are in their late thirties 
or early forties, 
and you know
most of them will never go 
anywhere.
The women who tell us 
they're unhappy 
are always strangers.
Maybe it's easy 
to tell your troubles 
to someone
you'll never see again. 
Last week we met 
two women who said,
"I'd like to go,” 
and they both worked 
in the mall.
One of them said something 
about her four kids 
and how tired she was; 
she'd never imagined 
her life would turn out 
the way it had.
None of them 
seemed to imagine 
their lives would be 
so drab. So sad.



As Kit and I walked
through the mall
I looked at the faces
of the men we passed
and they seemed to be
as bitter,
as petty,
as spiteful
as those of the women
And Kit wonders why
I don't like to shop in malls.

DOG TAGS

We had to wear dog tags 
to elementary school 
when I was a kid 
in California 
during World War II.
Most people on the coast 
thought the Japs 
were going to attack 
any day,
bombing us to bits, 
and the authorities 
wanted to be able 
to identify 
our little bodies.
Each morning
we went off to school
in the California sunshine,
our dog tags
hanging from our necks
like medallions;
none of us thought about
what they meant,
about dying. Sometimes
we'd play cowboys and Indians
on our way to school,
shouting, "Bang, bang,
you're dead,"
holding our guts
as we fell to the sidewalk.
We died smiling, brave, 
not at all like 
the way most of us 
would really die, 
kicking and screaming.

—  Arthur Winfield Knight 
California PA



FUCKING AROUND

w/ frank traeger in 
old man howard's 
warehouse i was 
sidearming long 
neck wine & beer 
bottles at iron 
beams when frank 
whipped out his 
father's 38 snub 
& yelled i'm doc 
holliday he blew 
out 3 windows then 
sent the last 3 
slugs into the 
skylight never

thinking the glass 
wd come down & 
there wasn't enough 
t ime to duck out 
of the way he just 
stood there in the 
middle of that 
blizzard yelling 
shit when it was 
over sd he cd feel 
stuff sticking 
thru his coat i 
turned him around 
what does it look 
like he asked 
sequins & blood

—  Todd Moore 
Belvidere IL

WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN

the cop fingered us 
and swung a U-turn 
flashing his red
we were holding
not too heavy
just several bags of H
and gambling 
rather than swallow 
we stuff them 
in the ragged door panel
while i contrived a story 
knowing they'll separate us 
to see if our stories jibe
i came up with "'member that 48 Ford 
we saw back there For Sale? Look it, 
while i was on lunch break you came down 
and picked me up being that you live just 
up the alley from me see about picking this 
car up, your dad is thinking of buying ....
and after, when the cops 
let us go
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DJ says "Man you pulled that one 
out of your ass!" happy that 
it worked
always do
when the chips are down
i'm never nervous
think fast and quick
it's only after
the shit's over
my knees get a little shakey

WHILE MOPPING

i get this image of 
Orlovsky driving the VW bus 
back in the 60s 
all around the country 
Ginsberg in back 
writing in his journals 
the stuff that came out in 
The Fall Of America
and wonder about drivers 
and driving
and this poetess i know in Cleveland 
who doesn't drive
then think: with everything
we've been led to know
about Orlovsky
would you let him drive?
and Gregory Corso sitting shotgun?
it's a long way 
from Neal Cassidy
in fact none of the beats
were very good drivers
Kerouac never drove
Ginsberg always flies
and Burroughs i hear drives about
ten miles per hour
and pulls over for oncoming traffic 
JC Holmes probably does drive, maybe
so it's no wonder they all 
were so enamoured of 
Neal's driving

—  Mark Weber
Cleveland Heights OH
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS: POUNDING A BEAT

You remember that shootout 
down on Delaware Ave: when was
that, ten, twelve years ago?
I was still pounding a beat then.
That guy had an arsenal
in there. After an hour
of bang, bang shoot 'em up
there was so much smoke
down there you could hardly breathe.
That was one hell of a way
to spend a Monday afternoon.
Those were the good old days 
before the APD Special Qualifications 
training. Half the force, 
thinking they were safe, 
were hiding behind the gas 
pumps of the Shell station 
across the street. Not likely 
you're ever going to see anything 
like that again.

THE STREETS OF BOSTON

"Do you know what the streets 
of Boston are like?"
"Yes, they were installed 
in 1793 and they haven't done 
any work on them since."
"I can tell you from experience 
there is nothing quite like 
a high speed ride through Boston.
We were doing a help job 
up there. We had this heavy 
duty Mafioso ironed in the back 
seat and a full police escort.
I mean flashing lights, 
motorcycles in front, squad cars 
on both sides, motorcycles in back 
and more squad cars. I mean, 
they wanted this guy secure 
and he was secure with a Capital S. 
It was really wild doing sixty 
miles an hour through the city,
I mean nobody does sixty miles 
an hour in the city, never."
"Not on cobblestones."
"I'm glad I don't have to pay 
for the suspension work all 
those cars are going to need."
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"Maybe if you work it right 
the Mafioso will take care 
of it."
"That idea would get a lot 
of laughs downtown. I mean, 
it was serious craziness like 
a high speed parade only everyone 
was afraid to open their mouth: 
teeth would do a lot of damage 
to a tongue rattling around 
like that. The worst of it was,
I was hungover. That was one 
headache I thought would never 
go away."

—  Alan Catlin
Schenectady NY

WINNING

I just got an advertisement in the mail today,
How to be a winner. I don't even have to read, 
just listen to these cassettes.
How did they find me out? Do they know
how badly I am doing? Do they keep computer records
of how many losing lottery tickets I buy,
how the good life is passing me by?
What did they do to find me out?
Am I part of a random sampling, end result 
of a statistical analysis? Here's a loser, 
send him all the junk on how to be a winner, 
are there that many losers?
Am all I am an ink mark on the page 
an electrical impulse held in suspended animation 
a speck of blank type caught between the pages 
of the deeds of trust, a birth certificate, 
a death certificate? I no longer have any life.
My history is available to anyone 
who has $18 and access to a computer.
I’ve been guilty since grade school of
not trying hard enough to win. I don't care if I win. 
Yet they come after me. Promises of winning 
fill my mail. Look for meaningful work.
Be a winner every day every way.
Be productive, win, win, win 
Luther and Calvin knock at my door 
They are angry. Their anger burns 
through me like a laser beam
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I feel so bad I go out and buy 
a $100 worth of lottery tickets, 
in faith I will be a winner soon.

DEATH AT THE DRIVE-IN

At the drive-in we have to sit 
through a Charles Bronson movie 
before we get to the movie we came for, 
she hates it. I love it.
A total of twelve murders
only Bronson's anti-hero
and his punk girl-friend survive
just about everybody else
gets done in:
the mafia drug peddler,
the bad cop, the good cop,
the wife and her sle lover,
prostitutes and thugs,
the evil wicked woman,
and innocent bystanders.
Every time a murder takes place
the cars and trucks
honk their horns in appreciation.
This is an American art form 
as essential as Kabuki 
it mimics what we dream.
Blam, there's one for mom.
Pow, one for the old man.
Zing, here's one for Bro 
and everyone else who's 
given us hurt or a hard time.
Now plans are to tear down 
the drive-in and build condos.
What'll people do on Saturday night? 
Who will they honk for tomorrow?

—  Richard Dietmeier 
Anaheim CA

CURMUDGEON-MAN

First of all, I don't save people.
A woman dangling from the Space Needle? 
you fly up there.
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I just ironed my cape.
You'll find me in it, on the sidewalk 
looking up her dress and taking bets on the radius 

of splatter.
I'm the Master of Stiffed Waitresses and Dead Baby jokes. 
What do you call a man with no arms and legs nailed 

to a wall?
Art.
Floating face-down in a swimming pool?
Bob.
Dropped into a Cuisinart?
Hamburger.
I'm proud of hating gooks, spies, spooks and camel jockeys. 
I don't much care for white folks either.
Sure my ancestors were immigrants.
But no one paid them tax money to be pains in the ass.
Save the world?! Christ —
at these prices, I'm lucky to save bus fare.
Besides, I hate the world for fouling its own nest 
and kissing up to ass-licks, pimps and fools.
I hate summit meetings and behind-the-scenes maneuvers, 

and coiffured newscasters gushing bad news.
I hate Affirmative Action and handicapped parking 

and checkout lines and brand names 
and adjectives like "jumbo" and "extra-chunky" 
and all "go-getters" and Money Magazine.

I hate the term "mentally challenged."
It sounds like a duel:
"I'll take you on, feeb. Calculus at 50 paces."
I hate Feminists —  especially male ones —  

and Good Old Boys
and labor unions and Fat Capitalist Pigs and MBAs.

I hate busy signals and "Hold" and regulations and 
de-regulation
and insurance companies and interest rates 
and service charges
and welfare and rich people and trial by peers 
(why don't they pee before they come to court —  
heh heh),
and everything about court, especially contempt of it, 
which should be a civic duty.

I hate that this list doesn't put a dent in all the 
things I hate.

I don't put on a happy face.
A smile is never my unbrella.
Every day in every way, things are hotrodding to hell.
I've never voted yet, which gives me more right 

to complain.
Hey, I'm the Hope of 1990,
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the only superhero who might still be standing.
Don't piss me off,
you need me —
like in high school, you needed Spacey Jim to hang a moon 

at the All-School Easter Assembly, then stand there 
beaming
while you ran, leaving him to the authorities.

Sure I'm all talk.
What else can anybody do these hamstrung days?
Pull your head out of your ass and thank me, twit.
I'm Curmudgeon-Man; I speak for you.

—  Charles Webb 
Los Angeles CA

TWELVE POSTULATES REGARDING ONE'S HEAD, ART AND SCIENCE

i. .
What one is is really what's within one's head —  
physical appearance, dress and voice are no gauge 
of what's there.
ii.

What's within one's head has had to be learned —  
very little inherited or instinctive knowledge comes 
with birth. Instinct (or its equivalent) appears 
to be a common denominator for all in the species and 
does not differentiate one individual from another.

iii.
It's difficult for a conscious human not to learn 
a new thing each day. Yet something has to be lost 
each day —  otherwise (like it or not) a brain will 
fill to capacity. One must consciously try for 
selective input and selective forgetting.
iv.
What is learned and retained is probably the only asset 
one can acquire in life that is truly owned and which 
cannot be taken away (except by tissue death).
v.
In this time (as in past times) some people seem to exist
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only to fill one's head with things for their benefit or 
for their cause —  consider the motivations of the ad-men, 
the missionaries, the politicians of every stripe. 
Propaganda is the name of their game —  avoid these people!
vi.
Early as possible in life, one must decide to learn 
actively rather than passively —  active learning means 
personal selection of what one adds to one's brain; 
passive learning means filling the brain depending on the 
ratio of truth and propaganda laid out before one.
Active learning requires work.
vii.
Initially, active learning can be facilitated by good 
teachers —  but eventually one must shift to personal 
discovery and personal testing for what one can accept as 
real and true in life.
viii.
When one discovers something true, one functions as a 
scientist —  scientists are always seeking the truth, 
trying to recognize it when they have it in their hands, 
doubting it, then testing it by every independent means 
to check that it continues to be true.
ix.
When one begins to link many things real and true, then 
one begins to create —  human creations function (to the 
degree that they function) on relationships. A creation 
made from things real and true does not itself have to be 
real and true. Both artists and scientists create.
x .
What one creates, one tends to belive in. This can be 
both a strength and a weakness for artist/scientist 
creators.
xi.
If others believe in that creation, then what one has 
created can qualify as good art and good science.
xii.
Art initially based on what is real and true can have a 
life of its own and can survive the death of its creator.
So also for science. To the extent that art and science
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exist, they are virtually synonymous —  they give meaning 
to their creators' lives. They allow one to share what's 
within one's head.

—  M. K. Book
Highland Park NJ

TALKING TO A PART OF MY MAILBOX ...

boy, don't come around here telling me you 
can't cut it, that
they're pitching you low and inside, that
they are co-ercing against you,
all you want is a chance but they won't
give you a
chance.
boy, the problem is that you're not doing 
what you want to do, or
if you're doing what you want to do, you're 
just not doing it 
well.
boy, I agree:
there's not much opportunity, and there are
some at the top who are
not doing it much better than you
are
but
you're wasting energy haranguing and 
bitching.
boy, I'm not advising, just suggesting that 
instead of sending your poems to me 
along with your ranting letters of 
complaint
you should enter the 
arena —
send your work to the editors and
publishers; it will
buck up your backbone and your
versatility.
boy, I wish to thank you for the 
praise of some of my 
published works 
but that
has nothing to do with
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anything and won't help a 
purple shit, you've just got to 
learn to hit that low and 
inside 
pitch.
this is a form letter
I send to almost everybody and
I hope you take it
personally,
man.

SAVE THE TREES

I think there's no doubt that if 
you're going to write it well 
you have to live it well 
also
and sometimes you live it so 
well
you kill yourself and can’t
write it at
all
which I think is more practical 
than writing it all 
and killing yourself 
later.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Tony Moffeit's the spider who walked underground (commem
orating Hank Williams), $2.50 fm. Kangaroo Court, 847 E. 
7th, Erie PA 16503. J Alan Catlin's An Unresolved Argu
ment With Shadows, unpriced fm. author” 143 Furman St., 
Schenectady NY 12304. JT Dennis Gulling's It's A Mad, Mad, 
Mad, Mad World, 50^ fm. author, 908 West 5th., Belvidere 
IL 6100$. J A1 Masarik's Excuses To Be Outside, $6 fm. 
Duck Down Press, P.O. Box 1047, Fallon NV 89406. 5 Paper
Mask(Thomas Wiloch), $6.50 fm. Stride, 14 Oxford Road, 
Exeter, Devon,England EX4 6QU. If Gerald Locklin's A Con
stituency of Dunces, $3 fm. Slipstream, Box 2071 New Mar
ket Stat., Niagara Falls NY 14301, and The Death of Jean- 
Paul Sartre and Other Poems, $4.50 fm. Ghost Pony Press, 
2518 Gregory St., Madison WI 53711. V Continued in WR:110
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